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Abstract In the aftermath of the cold war, not only have many nationalist
disputes persisted, but many more have erupted, especially in and around the
former Soviet Union. /s this nationalist conflict a temporary phenomenon that is
likely to disappear, or is it a deep-seated problem that will persist and possibly
grow worse? The working hypothesis that this study wiU"fiXamine is that, aside
from continued fighting, there are only three alternative outcomes to ethnic
conflict occurring within nations: (1) the development of peaceful, multiethnic
societies within existing nations, in which ethnic distinctions become
unimportant; (2) mainJenance of the status quo by force, in which dissatisfied
groups are unable to achieve their goals; and (3) the breakdown of existing
nations and the proliferation of small, more ethnically homogenous states.
This study will argue that unless governments can bring ahout the first
outcome (development of a peaceful multiethnic society), it will be extremely
difficult in the post--<:old war era for them to achieve the second outcome
(maintenance of the status quo by force). Achieving the first outcome will also be
difficult; although many regimes have the stated goal of building a society in
which ethnic distinctions become unimportant, they act to preserve exist in$?
patterns of ethnic dominance. The third outcome (the proliferation of small,
ethnically homogenous states) is often regarded as the most difficult to achieve,
but it may be the most likely outcome if larger nations cannot be held together on
either a volunJary or involuntary basis.
The cold war is over, but conflict and tension persist in many parts of the world. Thcre
was great euphoria about the prospects for ihe emergence of a relatively peaceful "new
world order" and the spread of democracy following ihe 1989 downfall of communism in
Eastern Europe and the 1991 dissolution of the Soviet Union. Now, however, there is
pessimism over the prospect of growing nationalist conflict in and around the former
USSR, persistent ethnic conflict in many parts of the third world, and the effect these
conl1icts will have on ihe West.
As a result of this nationalist conflict, there has been a growing trend to dismiss as
overoptimistic the conclusions of Francis Fukuyama and ,others about the spread of
democracy leading to a peaceful system of international relations. In various parts of the
former USSR, former Yugoslavia, and elsewhere, extremely virulent forms of
nationalism have arisen which seem to be popularly supported.
Yet, Fukuyama and others do appear to have correctly described the nature of
international relations among established democracies. The prospect of war among the
established democracies of the West is virtually unthinkable II]. Democratization in
Russia has led not just theorists, but also Western governments, to conclude that the
prospect of war between Russia and the West has also declined dramatically [2]. Indeed,
the only scenario under which conflict between Russia and the West seems possible is if
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democracy is supplanted by authoritarianism in Moscow. Even then, while tensions
between Russia and the West would undoubtedly reemerge, conflict between them is
hardly inevitable, just as no direct Soviet-American conOict took place even at the height
of the cold war.
Fukuyama was right about something else too: there is a growing preference for
democracy among nations throughout the world [3J. This has been demonstrated by real
progress toward democratization in diverse regions, such as much of the former USSR,
Eastern Europe, Latin America, Africa, and Asia. There arc still a large number of
dictatorships, but many of these are on the defensive against widespread domestic pressure
for democratization, as in China, Thailand, and Burma. Only one ideology, political
Islam, appears to be a serious rival to democracy for popular support. The appeal of
political Islam, though, is limited to predominantly h1uslim countries. Many observers
also dispute the assertion that political Islam (which has many manifestations) is
necessarily antidemocratic [41.
Because Fukuyama and others arc right that relations among established democracies
do not involve the use of force, and that democratization is spreading, their theories would
lead us to expect that the wave of nationalist conOict now occurring should only be a
temporary phenomenon. As democratization takes root, more and more nations will see
diplomacy and democratic processes as more appropriate means of conflict resolution than
war. The peaceful system of international relations that exists among the established
democracies can be expected to spread along with democratization. Even dictatorships will
become fearful that engaging in conflict will he unpopular domestically and will only
encourage their increasingly democratic minded citizenry to overthrow them [5J.
But this conclusion that the spread of democratization will result in the current wave
of nationalist conflict being a temporary phenomenon is overly optimistic. It will be
argued here that not only is this nationalist conflict likely to be a chronic and widespread
feature of post--cold war international relations, but that its intensity and frequency is
largcly due to the increasingly widespread desire for democracy that Fukuyama sees
occumng.
Fukuyama himself pointed out why the desire for democracy would not necessarily
lead to stable democrdcy or p2aceful relations among states:
The reason why liberal democracy has not become universal, or remained
stable once it has achieved power, lies ultimately in the incomplete
correspondence between peoples and states.... The success and the stability
of liberal democracy. . . never depends [sic] simply on the mechanical
application of a certain set of universal principles and laws, but requires [sic] a
degree of conformity between peoples and stales [6J.
This "degree of conformity betv..'een peoples and states" is the exception rather than
the rule in contemporary international relations. This is because, in most of the world,
the borders drawn between the statcs now cxisting were not arrived at by agreement
among the people living there. Instead, these borders were established through conquest or
other means, which did not consult the people in the region. Moreover, in much of the
world, these undemocratically arrived at borders were not established by local powers, but
by the European colonial empires instead. The borders that they drew, in particular, have
resulted in a large number of conllicts: disputes between nations over territory that both
claim, conOicts within nations in which regions seek to secede, and conOicts within
nations in which the dominance of one ethnic group~which the colonial power often
helped to create-has come under challenge from other groups.
Instead of promoting a peaceful system of international relalions, then, the desire for
democracy, which is spreading worldwide, is likely to lead to protracted connict in much
of the world. For, in much of the world, the desire for democracy confronts a formidable
"legacy of empire" that has resulted in there being little conformity between peoples and
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states. The desire for democracy has given rise to the desire to create confonnity between
peoples and states. The problem, however, is that different nations have very different
ideas about what people belong in what state.
Many of the naLionalist conflicts occurring now, of course, are not new. They existed
as active or suppressed conflicts in the past. It will be argued here that during the period
of the cold war, a set of circumstances existed which served to frustrate challenges to the
legacy of empire throughout the world. In the post--<:old war era, however, a very different
set of circumstances has come into effcct that gives much greater support to those forces
challenging this legacy. The probability of alternative outcomes to these
nationalist/democratic challenges to the legacy of empire will then be evaluated. Finally,
some conclusions will be drawn concerning the implications of this problem for
American and Western foreign policy. First, however, it is necessary to review the range
of challenges to the legacy of empire that arc occurring in various parts of the world, in
order to understand how widespread and important this phenomenon is.

Challenges to the Legacy of Empire
The downfall of the USSR and the independence of its fifteen former republics in 1991
can be seen as the final chapter of a process that had begun much earlier: the downfall of
all the European multicthnic colonial empires. This process began before the twentieth
century, but was accelerated and has been virtually completed during it. The multiethnic
colonial empires which have fallen (either completely or almost completely) are the
Austro-Hungarian (1918), German (1918 and 1945), Dutch (19405), British (l780s,
19205-19905, especially 1940s-1960s), French (1950s-1960s), Belgian (19605), Spanish
(l820s, 1898, and 1975), Portuguese (18205, 1975), and Russian/Soviet (1989 and
1991). Of course, some non-European multiethnic colonial empires have also fallen,
most noulbly the Ottoman Empire in 1918.
Over 100 "new nations were born during this process of decolonization. Most of these
new nations, however, were "unnatural" nations. Often, they did not exist at all as nations
before colonization or conquest, or they did not exist in the past within their postcolonial
borders. Some of those that did exist in the past were large or small empires themselves,
in which one ethnic group dominated others. The modern borders between these new
states were established either through conquest, struggles, and negotiations between
empires, or simply by administrative fiat within an empire. This process took little or no
account of whether the people living within these borders considered themselves to be a
nation or not. And, in many instances, they do not.
Although anti-imperialist, the governments that came to power in these postcolonial
states became upholders of the old colonial order in two important respects. First,
virtually none of them has been willing to give up any territory to neighboring slates or
allow regional secession, despite the arbitrary nature of the borders they inherited from the
colonial powers. Some postcolonial governments have challenged the inherited imperial
order by demanding territory from their neighbors, but even these revisionist states
(indeed, they especially) have becn unwilling to acknowledge that others' claims to their
territory may be as legitimate as their claims to the territory of others.
Second, in many instances, the postcolonial governments were or became replicas of
the old colonial order, in the sense that one ethnic or other group came to dominate the
entire country. Instead of that group coming from outside the country, as during the
colonial era, it came from within the counlry aflcr indClx~ndcnce. This could occur through
a leader coming to power (o[ten via a coup) who is insecure and, hence, mainly appoints
people from his region, tribe, or family to important posts in the belief that they will be
more loyal allies.
But this phenomenon of one group dominaling a counlry can also be directly
inherited from the colonial cra. The European powers frequently relied upon a particular
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group within a colony (often a minority, which feared the majority and gained protection
and authority through collaboration with the colonial power) to man the colony's army
and maintain European fule. In some cases, these groups remained in control long after
the departure of the European power.
Thu.~, while almost all of the countries that were colonies at the beginning of the
twentieth century arc now independent, a neocolonial or ncoimpcrial order has been upheld
in most of them through the preservation of artificial borders and/or the dominance of onc
ethnic or other group over the armed forces and the government. This legacy of empire,
however, has in the past often come under challenge in many countries through attempts
to alter borders between nations (often by force), La secede from an established stale and
create a new one, or to end the monopoly on power within a state held by one ethnic or
other group. With the collapse of the Soviet Union, the end of the cold war, and growing
demands for democracy, these challenges to the legacy of empire have increased
dramatically throughout the world:

The Former USSR
There arc numerous disagreements between the newly independent states about the borders
that were drawn and often redrawn between them during the Soviet period. The dispute
between Armenia and Azerbaijan over Nagorno-Karabakh (a predominantly Armenian
region located inside Azerbaijan) has degenerated into open warfare [7]. Other
disagreements could also degenerate into conDict, such as the dispute between Russia and
Ukraine over Crimea, and disputes among the Central Asian republics over the highly
convoluted borders drawn among them during the early years of Soviet power in the
Fergana Valley l81. There arc many other territorial disputes as well [9].
In addition, just as the 15 former union republics seceded from the USSR, there arc
smaller units within several of these newly independent states that seek to secede from
them and become independent themselves. Both Tatarstan (which possesses substantial
petroleum reserves) and Chechen-Ingushetia have declared their independence from Russia
[10J. The Muslim populations of South Ossetia and Abkhazia arc attempting to secede
from predominantly Christian Georgia [11]. The Russian population on the east bank of
the Dneister River wishes to secede from predominantly Romanian Moldova 112J. In each
of these cases (as well as others), the ethnic group concentrated in these smaller regions
does not trust the ethnically predominant group in the larger republic and hence wishes to
secede. Also, in each of these cases, the ethnic group predominant in the larger republic
has (so far) been unwilling to accept demands for regional independence as legitimate,
even though these republics asserted their own right to independence from Moscow.
The Soviet Union has disappeared, but the 15 independent republics that used to
comprise it have inherited a grim legacy of ethnic and nationalist tension from the
Russian/Soviet empire.

East and Southeast Asia
Legacies from several empires remain in this region. China continues to be a colonial
empire in the far western part of the country, where it rules over non-Chinese populations
in Tibet and Xinjiang. Tibetans have continued to demand their independence, despite, or
perhaps more accurately, because of, Chinese repression. Partly spurred by the example of
Soviet Central Asia achieving its independence, the Muslims of Xinjiang have
increasingly demanded their independence from China loo. Spurred by democratization in
independent Outer Mongolia, demands for political change have sprung up among the
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Mongolians of Chinese Inner Mongolia, even though they arc now a relatively small
minority within this province [131.
The Philippines and Indonesia arc both "nations" created by European colonialism;
they did not exist as unified nations before colonization. In the Philippines, unification
was imposed by the Spanish and maintained by the Americans; in Indonesia, it was
imposed by the Dutch 114]. In both cases, the postcolonial governments sought to
maintain this artificial unity, even though ethnic minorities, which form a majority on
some islands, did not accept this. In the predominantly Catholic Philippines, the most
notable case is the attempt at secession by predominantly Muslim Mindinao. In
lavancsc-dominatcd Indonesia, there have heen attempts at secession on Sumatra, South
Celebes, and elsewhere. The Indonesian government has not only preserved the empire
created by the Dutch, hut has expanded it by annexing Irian Jaya (Western Ncw Guinea)
and East Timor, despite thc unwillingncss of the local populations to become part of
Indonesia. In neither the Philippines nor Indonesia have attempts at secession succeeded,
nor have they been completely suppressed.

South Asia
The legacy of empire continues to affect South Asia, despite the fact that Britain retreated
from the subcontinent in 1948. Before British rule, India existed either as an empire (in
which one ethnic group ruled over many others), as a series of smaller states, or a
combination of both. Even until the end of their rule, the British did not govern India as a
unitary state; it ruled some parts of India directly, but in others it ruled only indirectly
through princely governments. At independence, these princely governments were
abolished [15].
Also at independence, British India was partitioned into largely Hindu India and
Muslim Pakistan. Both states, however, contained a variety of ethnic groups that had
never voluntarily formed a state together. The unity of Muslim Pakistan collapsed with
the seeession of geographically discontiguous Bangladesh (East Pakistan) in 1971. Even
what remains of Pakistan has not been free of ethnic strife [16].
There have been a number of persistent efforts to secede from India by several
regions, including Kashmir, Punjab, and parts of India's far cast (Assam). Secession
movements may be growing in other regions, such as Tamil Nadu. In no case has India's
Hindu majority been willing to allow regionally dominant minorities to secede by
democratic means; indeed, a nationalist movement has sprung up which secks to preserve
a united, HinGu dominated India [17].
India's government is a democracy at the national level, hut its constitution allows
for the national government to dissolve democratically elected state governments and
replace them with presidential rule. New Delhi has frequently done this in secessionist
states [18]. The desire for independence held by regionally dominant minorities, however,
cannot be dissolved as easily. Secessionist movements continue and have led to
increasingly bitter conflict in some areas, especially Kashmir.
Elsewhere in South Asia, fighting is taking place on Sri Lanka between the
Sinhalese majority and the Tamil minority over whether the Tamils should be allowed to
secede and how much of the island they should be allowed to ulke with them if they do
[191.

The Middle East
Most of the borders now in existence in the Middle East were drawn either during the era
of the Ottoman Empire, or shortly after its collapse, by the European colonial powers
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(Britain primarily, France secondarily) (20]. The Arab-Israeli conOict is partly a legacy of
empire because different components of the British government made contradictory

eommiunenLs to Jews and Arabs during World War I [2IJ.
In addition, several borders drawn by one or morc of the imperial powers have
contributed to several modern confliclS. Disagreements about the precise location of the
border between Iran and Iraq in the Shalt ai-Arab waterway, stemming back to at least the

nineteenth century, was one of the causes of Baghdad's attack against Iran in 1980 which
launched the Iran-Iraq war [221. Iraqi nonrecognition of the existence of a border between
Iraq and Kuwait, on the basis that no such border existed under the Ottomans but was

created by Britain, was one of the causes of the 1990 Iraqi invasion of Kuwait [23].
Morocco's claim to rule Western Sahara, on the basis that it did so before Spain occupied
the territory, and POLISARlO's claim that the territory should be independent, caused the
conllict which began hetween them when Spain withdrew from the territory in 1976 [24].
In addition 1O the Jews, the Middle East also contains an ethnic minority that forms a
majority in certain regions and seeks to establish its own state: the Kurds, who are located
in parts of Iraq, Turkey, and Iran [251. There are also instances in which minorities rule

over the majority: Sunnis in Iraq and Alawites in Syria [26]. The efforts of Syria to
extend its influence throughout Lebanon can be seen as an effort by Damascus to destroy

the French coloniallcgacy, which separated Lebanon from Syria [27].
The Arab world is also a region where there has been a significant pan-nationalist
movement. Yet, despite the fact that the Arabs of every Arab country acknowledge
themselves to be one nation and their governments have frequently called for Arab unity,

the borders drawn in the years following World War I have remained substantially intact.
This is because virtually none of the Arab regimes has been willing to surrender power

to, or even share it with, any other one. The United Arab Republic, joining Egypt and
Syria in the early 1960s, hroke up hecause of the unwillingness of the Syrian army and
bureaucracy to subordinate themselves to their Egyptian counterparts [28]. All of Libyan
leader Moarnmar Gadhafti's unity projccts also failed [29].
There have been only two examples of voluntary, successful unification of smaller

Arab states into larger ones: the United Arab Emirates (UAE) and Yemen. These,
however, were special cases. The amalgamation of seven emirates into the UAE was

largely engineered by the British [30]. In 1990, the South Yemeni leadership agreed to
merge their country with more populous North Yemen and to accept a junior position in
the new government because the most likely alternative it faced was to be completely
overthrown, as so many other Marxist regimes were during that period [31].

Africa
The current borders among African states were mainly established by the European

colonial powers at the Berlin Conference in 1885. Some border changes, though, were
made in the ensuing decades by the colonial powers. Borders between European colonial
empires ref1ected power relations among those powers; borders within the empires
sometimes reflected interest group politics within the home country, or were drawn
simply for administrative convenience. The European powers were not concerned with

establishing borders that reOected or recognized Arrican divisions and rivalries [32J.
Consequently, as African states gained their independence, many of the new governments

found that the borders they inherited artificially divided ethnic groups between two or
more countries. In addition, many of them also found that within their borders were
diverse ethnic groups, which, at best had little experience of cooperation with each other
and, at worst, had a history of conflict between them.
Recognizing that the borders they inherited were a problem, the charter members of

the Organization of African Unity (OAU) decided that the European drawn borders would
not be challenged for fear that endless conflict between African states would result
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otherwise. This decision was unanimously approved and maintained by the OAU
membership, with two exceptions: (1) Somalia's claim to territory inhabited by Somalis
in Ethiopia, Djibouti, and Kenya; and (2) Morocco's claim to Western (former Spanish)
Sahara [33].
This decision meant that the independent African govcrnmenL<.; committed themselves
to maintaining the territorial status quo established by the Europeans. Indeed, they have
been even more committed to maintaining the European established borders in Africa than
the Europeans were. The colonial powers did alter them on several occasions, whereas
independent African slates generally have not.
As a result of upholding the OAU strictures against altering borders, Africa has been
remarkably free of connict between states over territorial issues. There have been a few
such conflicts, hut except for the 1977-1978 Somali-Ethiopian war, the conllict between
Morocco and POLISARIO in Western Sahara, and conllict between Lihya and Chad, most
of them have not lasted long or involved much fighting [341. Although maintaining the
legacy of empire has resulted in relatively little interslIlle conflict in Africa, there has been
a substantial amount of intrastate connict. This conDict has been between different ethnic
or tribal groups inside an artificially created country. They have either been over the
attempt by one or more groups to secede from that state, or the struggle between ethnic
groups to determine which one would dominate it.
Such conflicts include Biafra's attempt to sececlc from Nigeria in the 1960s, Eritrea's
30~year effort to gain independence from Ethiopia, the continuing effort of Cabinda to
secede from Angola, and regional conDict within post-Mengistu Ethiopia. Some civil
wars, which had an East-West element during the cold war, also involved conDicts
between tribes or ethnic groups. The conDiet in Angola, for example, is primarily a
dispute between the Mbundu and mesticoes in the central part of the country and the
Ovimbundu in the south. BOUl groups have sought to control the entire country.
Many of Africa's civil wars have persisted despite the end of the cold war, as in
Angola, Sudan, and Mozambique (although the latter showed signs of coming to an end
recently). Others have erupted or have greatly intensified after the end of the cold war, as
in Somalia, Rwanda, and Liberia. In addition to the black-white struggle in South Africa
(which itself is definitely a legacy of empire), there is also growing tribal conDict
between the Zulu dominated Inkatha and the nominally multiethnic African National
Congress (ANC), which has a predominantly non-Zulu leadership [35].
Attempts at secession are obviously challenges to the European established order, but
civil wars, in whieh different ethnic or tribal groups struggle over control of the state
within its existing borders, may not appear to be such. The antagonisL<; in these canDicts
might not deliberately challenge the legacy of empire, but their combined actions often
serve to do so. For in many of thesc connicts, the opposing forces have come to occupy
different parts of the country, thereby creating de facto states that arc more ethnically
homogenous than the de jure one they each claim a right Lo rule. Looked upon in this
light, the legacy of empire has come under increasingly seriolls challenge in Africa since
the end of the cold war.

Latin America
There arc border disputes het',','een several Latin American countries, but these arc not
being actively contested as in other parts of the worlel [36]. Latin America is also free of
secessionist tendencies. The legacy of cmpire that Latin America suffers from is the often
hostile relationship betwecn the relatively wealthy Europeans (who inherited power after
the end of direct rule from Spain or Portugal) and the relatively poor Indians anclmestiLos
in several Latin American countries. The hostility between these two groups can be
especially acute when the Europeans arc a minority and have traditionally dominated a
country's government, as in Peru.
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Only 11 % of Peru's population is European and yet this group has dominated Peru's
governing institutions [37]. Although the rhetoric of the Sendoro Luminoso (Shining
Path) guerrilla group is Maoist and some of its leaders may be European, the movement's
main support comes from the poor mestizo and Indian population. Sendoro's primary goal
is to destroy the European dominated government. Despite its ideological aspcct, the civil
war in Peru is actually an ethnic conflict between a dominant minority and a dominated
majority that seeks to displace it [38].
Nor is it clear that Sendoro recognizes the borders that European settlers drew
between Latin American states after independence. If the guerrilla movement seizes power
in Peru, it may then seck to spread its brand of revolution to neighboring countries.
Sendoro has reportedly expanded its activities to Bolivia already [39].
Elsewhere in Latin America, conflicts between haves and have oats also have an
ethnic element: European vs. mestizo/Indian/other. This clement is present in the
persistent conllicts taking place in Guatemala, Honduras, El Salvador, and elsewhere. The
SOOth anniversary of Christopher Columbus's first voyage to the Americas has also
served to heighten Indian consciousness about injustices suffered at the hands of the
Europeans (this is not just true in Latin America, but North America as well) [40]. While
most of Latin America has been independent for about 170 years, the legacy of empire is
still very much prescnt in this region.

Eastern Europe
The retreat of Soviet influence from Eastern Europe has meant that rival ethnic
nationalisms have been freed to risc up in this region. The rivalry among these
nationalisms has been sharpened by the legacy of several empires (AusLro-Hungarian,
German, Ottoman, and Russian/Soviet), the legacy of their own small power
imperialisms during the interwar period, and the redrawing of the borders following World
War 1 and World War 11 [4 n. In the short period since the retreat of Soviet control over
the region in 1989, territorial disputes, altcrnpts at secession, and the assertion of small
power imperialisms have all arisen [42].
Severe conflict has arisen in former Yugoslavia. Unwilling to remain inside a
federation that Serbia dominated, Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, and Macedonia
have all declared their independence. The Serbian government and militia in Croatia and
Bosnia-Herzegovina have asserted the right of predominantly Serbian areas within these
republics to secede and rejoin what is left of Yugoslavia [43J. Elsewhere, Slovakia has
asserted its independence from what its leaders regarded as Czech dominated
Czechoslovakia. Unlike the Serbs, though, the Czechs were willing to allow the peaceful
breakup of their federation [44].

Western Europe
Despite the high degree of political and economic integration achieved by the European
Community, Western Europe is not frcc from demands for secession by ethnic minorities.
Many Catalans demand the independence of their region from Spain, which they insist
Catalonia never voluntarily joined [45]. The conllict between Catholics and Protestants in
Northern Ireland is also a legacy of empire. Although Protestants who want the province
to remain united with Britain arc in the majority, extremist Catholic clements insist that
Protestants became the majority as the result of British imperialism in previous centuries
[46J. There is also a growing movement in Scotland to restore that country's inde~ndcnce
from England [47].
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North America
The legacy of empire affects North America too. Britain's defeat of France in 1763
resulted in Britain acquiring Quebec. However, Quebec has remained a predominantly
French speaking province. Popular demand within Quebec for secession from the rest of
Canada is experiencing a strong revival [48].

Cold War and Post Cold War
From the above discussion, it is obvious that challenges to the legacy of empire in most
parl>; of the world existed before the cnd of the cold war-some even since well before the
beginning of it The main difference between the cold war and the post--eold war era,;,; may
simply appear to be that now there is onc less empire: the Russian/Soviet onc. Why is
there any reason to think that challenges to the legacy of empire in the post-cold war era
will be any less unsuccessful than before, especially outside of the former USSR and
Eastern Europe?
During the cold war period, only relatively few challenges to the legacy of empire
succeeded. It wa'i this era that witnessed extensive European decolonization. But although
these newly independent states (as well as others) experienced attempts by regions to
secede from them, almost nonc of those attempts succeeded. Bangladesh was the only
significant exception, and it was unique: unlike most regions where attempts at secession
have occurred, Bangladesh was geographically discontiguous from the rest of the country
it seceded from r491.
Additionally, aside from decolonization, there have been relatively few terriwrial
shifts in the post--{:old war era. Most of those that did take place were small-scale
exchanges of territory negotiated peacefully. Some terriwrial shifts did occur through
force, but these were generally viewed as illegitimate both by the state losing the territory
and by the international community as a whole [50J.
Finally, although there have been innumerable coups and changes of government
throughout the world during the cold war, very few destroyed the imperial legacy of a
small, authoritarian group ruling over a large population without its consent. There were
cases, of course, when a pro-Western government was ousted and replaced by a pro·Soviet
one. Sometimes thcse changes also involved the political authority of one ethnic group
being destroyed and replaced by another one. What this usually represented, though, was
simply a state shifting from the American sphere of inrIuence w the Soviet sphere
through one dictatorship replacing another. The new regime was no more sympathetic to
attempts at secession, demands for democratization, or attempts by nonruling ethnic
groups to share power than the previous one.
The relative stability of the legacy of empire during the cold war, however, was not
simply because the local forces challenging it were weak and the local forces upholding it
were strong (though this was often the case). The policies of both the United States and
the Soviet Union also served to uphold the lcgncy of empire during this period.
The United States generally supported the process of European decolonization after
World War II. Fear of communist expansion, however, soon became the primary U.S.
foreign policy concern. This fear led American foreign policy to oppose European
decolonization in some instnnces, most notably with regard to the Portuguese colonial
empire. Washingwn also supported a number or right-wing dictalorships, many of which
were the instruments used by one ethnic or other group to maintain its dominance over
the rest of the population in a particular country. Despite American support for democracy
in general, foreign policymakers in \Vashington feared that democratization could not
succeed in a country that had lillie or no experience of it. \Vashington also feared that the
attempt to achieve democracy could result in the communisls coming to power. The
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certainty of keeping an unsavory but reliable ally in power was usually considered
preferable to a process that would definitely unseat Ulat ally and might possibly result in a
complete loss of American influence.
In addition, American foreign policy during the cold war genemlly opposed secession.
This was partly because of fear of communism; movements seeking regional secession
from states allied to Washington were often, in the cold war context, secn as probable
allies of Moscow. This, of course, was not the only motivation for America's position on
this issue. The United States also opposed secession when other governments in the
surrounding area opposed it. For example, the United States has opposed secession in
Africa for fear of alienating the antisecessionist governments of the OAU, virtually all of
which, as discussed earlier, have been committed to maintaining the legacy of empire in
Africa since the foundation of the OAU.
The Soviet Union portrayed itself, and many in the West and elsewhere believed it to
be, a revolutionary power dedicated to bringing change to the rest of the world. And the
Soviet Union certainly did work to bring change to the third world through promoting
Marxist revolution in many countries. But the Soviet Union was also a status quo power
in two important respects. First, Moscow, not surprisingly, was unwilling to allow
political change in the USSR, Eastern Europe, or those third world countries where proSoviet Marxist regimes had come to power. Second, although Moscow did seek to change
governmental policy or change the government itself in many states, the Soviets for the
most part did not support demands for altering borders or secession. Moscow sought
change, but change only within the existing pattern of states created by the legacy of
empire.
Moscow's preference for co-opting the legacy of empire to its purposes instead of
challenging it was especially evident in Soviet policy toward secessionist movements in
the third world. In her painstaking research on Soviet support for revolutionary groups in
Asia and Africa, Galia Golan showed that, although Moscow gave significant assistance
to anticolonial or other movements seeking to liberate an entire country, it gave little or
no support to groups seeking secession. Indeed, Moscow not only indicated its political
opposition to many of these movements, but actually gave military assistance to
governments (including non-Marxist ones) in order to suppress some of them. Moscow
did give some support to Kurdish rebels secking secession from Iraq and Erilrcan rebels
seeking secession from Ethiopia, but in both cases Moscow switched to helping suppress
these movements after pro-Soviet regimes came to power in Baghdad and Addis Ababa. In
these two cases, then, Moscow's aid for secessionists was not designed to help them
achieve their goals, but merely to weaken the anti-Soviet regimes they were fighting
against [51J.
There were only two regionally based rebel movements that Moscow was especially
supportive of: Bangladesh (Moscow only supponed Bengali seccssion from Pakistan after
India, the USSR's most important non-Marxist third world ally, did so) and Dhofar (a
province of Oman). In the latter case, however, significant Soviet support did not begin
until the rebellion in Dhofar was transformed from an attempt to achieve regional
secession into a full-fledged national liberation movement that sought to overthrow the
pro-Western Sultan of Oman and install a Marxist regime throughout the country [52J.
During the cold war era, then, both superpowers generally opposed challenges to the
legacy of empire, especially with regard to the question of secession. The typical situation
that secessionists faced was that one superpower gave military assistance to the regime
trying to suppress it while the other gave lillIe or, more likely, nothing to the
secessionists. Secessionists were sometimes able to obtain external support from regional
powers. Often, however, the only arms they obtained were the ones they captured from
the government they were fighting against. It should not be surprising, then, that
attempts at secession were so unsuccessful during the cold war era.
In retrospect, the Soviet Union's motive for not \vanting to challenge the legacy of
empire in other parts of the world seems evident: the Kremlin did not want to set a
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precedent that would legitimize secession from states in the Soviet orbit or, of course,
from the USSR itself. Ultimately, however, the Soviet leadership was unable to prevent
the dissolution of the USSR and the independence of all the non-Russian union republics
that Moscow had previously ruled. This huge burst of secession and dcmocratizationwhich has been recognized both by Moscow and by the international community
generally-has provided numerous examples for challengers to the legacy of empire, both
in the former USSR and throughout the world, to emulate.
Yet, however much of a demonstration effect it might have, the example of
successful secession from the former USSR obviously provides no guarantee that
attempts at secession will succeed elsewhere (including elsewhere in the former USSR).
There arc, though, oLher important changes in the post---cold war era that seem likely to
increase the prospects for secessionists and others challenging the legacy of empire LO
achieve their goals.
One important change is that, having peacefully given up the Soviet empire, Russia
is no longer willing to defend the legacy of empire in more distant parts of the world.
This is not because Moscow has lost the capacity to do so. After all, Russia still
possesses vast stockpiles of weapons that it docs not need and could give away if it
wanted to. But Russia's new leaders do not want to do this: such a policy would collide
with their primary foreign policy objective of maintaining good relations with the West
so that the West will continue to assist Russia economically [531. f...1oscow withdrew
from Ea"itcrn Europe in 1989 and has abandoned iL"i fonner third world allies.
Russia has not completely ended its efforts to dcfcnd the legacy of empire in other
parts of the world. Moscow has a commercial interest in selling weapons for hard
currency to governments that can afford to pay for them [54J. More ominously,
conservatives in the Russian parliament and press have become increasingly vocal in
denouncing Western actions against Serbia. They fear that this could be used as a
precedent against ~10scow if it tried to prevent secession of republics from Russia [55J.
Although the Russian Parliament opposes secession of autonomous republics from
Russia, it refused, however, to sanction the usc of force to restore Moscow's rule in
secessionist Chechen-Ingushetia [56]. Russia's commitment to vigorously defending the
legacy in Russia itself is unclear.
Another important change is that the United States no longer fears that secession or
other challenges to the legacy of empire will, if successful, redound to the benefit of a
hostile USSR. Challenges to the legacy of empire arc now secn as having only local or,
at most, regional effects. Although the United States may not support secession or other
challenges to the legacy of empire, it is unlikely to have a compelling rcason to oppose
them either. Assuming it wanted to, the executive branch could find it extremely difficult
to convince Congress and the public to support military involvement to protect the
existing order. Absent a global or a strong regional threat to U.S. interests in the post~
cold war era, the American public is unlikely to see defending the legacy of empire as
being vital or even important to American interests l57]. For similar reasons, America's
principal Western allies arc also unlikely to make vigorous efforts to defend the legacy of
empire.
What this means is that secessionists and others challenging the legacy of empire
face a very different set of circumstances in the post-cold war era than they did during the
cold war. These challengers may be no more likely to receive outside military assistance
now than previously. But the defenders of the legacy arc now far less likely to obtain
military assistance from the great powers-unless they can afford to purchase it with hard
currency. This means that the military balance between challengers and defenders is likely
to be much less unequal in the post--{;old war era than during the cold war. Although it
will still be difficult for challengers to achieve victory, it is likely to be increasingly
difficult for defenders to defeat them.
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Alternative Outcomes
Defenders of the legacy of empire may no longer be in as favorable a position in the
post-cold waf era to prot('ct the status quo as they were previously, but this docs not
mean that the forces challenging it will automatically succeed either. Aside from
cOnlinuing on indefinitely, there arc three alternative outcomes to challenges to the legacy
of empire (which can be either violent or nonviolent) involving atlcmpL'l at secession, in
which a region seeks either to become independent or to join a neighboring nation, or a
struggle for power between dominant and nondomimmt ethnic or other groups within a
country. The alternative outcomes arc: (1) the voluntary development of a peaceful,
tolerant society within a state's existing borders in \'./hich ethnic or other distinctions
become unimportant: (2) the mairHcnancc of the status quo hy force: and (3) the
breakdown of the existing order within a state, or the breakdown of an existing state into
ethnically morc homogenous states.
II is far beyond the scope of this study to predict \\'hich of these three outcomes is
most likely to occur in any of the large number of instances in which the legacy' of
empire is being challenged. Instead, the conditions under which each of these alternative
outcomes might occur will be analyzed.

Creating a Voluntary lvlultiethnic State
The emergence of a single national consciousness among people with different
ethnolinguistic backgrounds is not impossible. Nor has this only occurred in the United
States, where most of the population traces its roots to other countries. At the outset or
the French revolution in 17X9, half the population of France did nOl speak French at all.
At the time of Italian unification in IX60, a mere 2.5(j(; of Italy's population spoke Italian
for everyday purposes [5~1. Yet, despite these seemingly unpromising beginnings, there
is little doubt now that the overwhelming majority of the population or France regards
itself as French and the population of Italy sees itself as Italian.
The process by which people of the different regions of these two cOllntries became
integrated into a larger nation did not take place instantaneously, but it did occur over a
relatively short period of time historically. Can such a process of voluntary integration
occur now in states created by the legacy of empire that include disparate ethnic groups
who orten speak different languages?
It is possible that this process will succeed elsewhere, but it will be fraught with
dilliculty. As democratiZ31ion took place in Western Europe, the ethnically dominant
majority, which was often extremely nationalistic, saw no contradiction hetween
democracy and ruling over regions or overseas colonies without the consent of the people
living there [59J. As democratization advanced in the twentieth century, however, such
notions became discredited [60J.
Regarding overseas colonies, the contradiction of a democratic nation ruling over
another nation against the lauer's will was resolved through decolonization. By contrast,
ethnically distinct regions within Europe were usually not permitted the opportunity to
secede, but were more fully integrated into the larger nation as democratization proceeded.
By now, these groups within the European Community (EC) arc fully protected by a
common European code of human rights. Ethnic minorities, like other citizens of EC
states, can appeal to the European Commission on Human Rights if they believe that
their rights have been violated by their own governments. Yet, even under these
circulllstances, where the rights of regionally dominant ethnic minorities arc maximally
protected, there arc groups within \Vestcrn European countries which seek independence
for their pal1icubr region.
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If there are strong movements for indepel1lli..-~nce among rcgion:..tIly dominant ethnic
minorities in \Veslcrn Europe, where conditions for their voluntary integration into the
larger nation arc relatively good, it should come as no surprise that regionally dominant
minorities elsewhere arc seeking independence from countries where their rights arc not
well protected, or not protected at all. The ethnically dominant groups in many
democratizing countries of Africa, Asia, and the ronnel' USSR, hO\\'evcr, appear to be at a
similar stage in their political thinking as European publics were in the nineteenth
century: they sec themselves as possessing an unquestionable right to rule over regions
where different ethnic groups fonn the majority.
At present, however, when both the desire for democracy and ethnic consciousness arc
at a high level in so many parts of the world, it \vill be dillicult to persuade a regionally
dominant ethnic minority to voluntarily adhere to a larger nation, if the former perceives
that its rights are not respected by the latter. The integration of minorities into a nation
can be a time consuming process even under the best of circumstances. But, where ethnic
minorities dominate panicular regions, ethnic consciousness and the desire for democracy
may combine to demand independence immediately hefore the long process of integration
inLO a voluntary nation can be completed or e\'en begin.
NineteenUl century notions of democracy did Ilot acknowledge rights of secession.
Twenty first century ideas of democracy, however, cannot ignore tIlis dem:.lI1d, especially
after the examples of internationally recognized secession from both the USSR and
Yugoslavia. \Vhat this means, then, is tlut po\\-.'C',rful secessionist movements in
democratizing Slates may not allow the central government the time necessary to
encourage the voluntary evolution of a multiethnic state. Under these circumstances,
central governments will be confronted with a choice between attempting to protect the
legacy of empire by force or allowing that legacy to be destroyed by permitting regional
secession.

,lIaintalning the Legacy oj Empire by Force

I

Many states, of course, arc not inclined to permit secession or any other change in the
imperial legacy they inherited. In order to do this, though, the predominant group within
a statc must be willing and able to suppress the dissatisfied nondominant groups by force.
\Vhere these dissatisfied groups arc the predominant population within specific regions or
in the nation as a whole, it is doubtful that a quick, easy victory over them can be
attained. Continuous, long-term usc of force may be required to prevent them from
achieving their soals.
This, however, Illay be an increasingly difficult task to accomplish in the post~cold
war era. The usc of force against secessionists is unlikely to encourage them, or others
challenging the legacy of empire, to voluntarily integrate into the state with those using
force against them. In addition, the continual usc of force may be difficult for the
predominant group to sustain if that group also values democracy. Important segments of
the predominant group may realize the contradiction between their democratic values and
suppressing the aspirations of nondominant groups by force. \Vhether this realization
becomes widespread or not, however, a majority within the predominant group may
simply become unwilling to bear the mounting human and monetary costs, as well as
international isolation, that continuous suppression of the nondominant group cntails.
\Vhile the benefit of undertaking this effort may' have seemed obvious at one point, over
time a majority within the predominant group may conclude that the cost of suppressing
the nondominant group(s) greatly exceeds the benefit of doing so. \Vhen this occurs in a
democracy, the government will have little choice but to bring an end to its effort to
maintain the legacy or empire by force.
or course, not all governments defending the legacy of empire are democracies. Yct,
dictatorships may not necessarily be in a better position to maintain the legacy of empire
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by force in the post-cold war era either. Dictatorships persist, but the demand for
democracy has spread. The example of successful secession from the USSR, which was
reputedly the world's strongest dictatorship, may well encourage forces challenging the
legacy of empire being defended by other dictatorships. By their very nature, dictatorships
arc unlikely to grant to scccssionisl'l the freedom they arc unwilling to grant to the bulk

of their population. Indeed, dictatorships arc likely to sec suppression of any challenge to
the legacy of empire not only as being a worthwhile goal in and of itself, but also as
crucial for maintaining their authority over the entire stale. Permitting secession might
lead the bulk of the population to conclude that the regime had become weak and
encourage the dictatorship's opponents La overthrow it.
Attempting to suppress forces challenging the legacy of empire may involve morc

prohlems for a dictatorship than for a democracy, however. A prolonged, costly effort that
fails to suppress secessionists or other opposition forces can lead not only to rising
opposition within the rest of the country to a policy that the public docs not regard as
cost effective, but also to rising opposition to the dicLatorial regime that pursues it.

Domestic opposition to the Portuguese dictatorship during the first half of the 1970s, for
example, was stimulated by growing opposition La the increasingly costly but fruitless
task of altempting to suppress independence movements in Angola, Mozambique, and
Guinea-Bissau.
The most promising course of action for any government seeking to preserve the
legacy of empire by force is to defeat secessionists and other opposition forces as quickly
as possible. But this may be increasingly difficult during an era, as was mentioned before,
when massive military assistance from the great powers is no longer available La support

such an effort.

The Breakdown of the Legacy of Empire
The hreakdown of the legacy of empire, especially the proliferation of ethnically more
homogenous nations through secession, is often seen as unlikely or difficult to bring

about [6IJ. Yet, if artificially created multiethnic states cannot be held togcther either
voluntarily or involuntarily, then the breakdown of the legacy of empire may he the most
likely outcome to ethnic conOict wilhin states in the post---cold war era. And this outcome
is increasingly likely in the present era because: (1) the predominant group within a
democracy or a dictatorship may become unwilling to bear the burden of preventing
nondominant groups from achieving their goals in the long run; and (2) the costs 10
government"i attempting to maintain the legacy of empire arc likely to reach unacceptably
painful levels more quickly in an era when they arc far less likely to receive external
military assistance.
Some observers recognize the existence of this trend toward the crealion of a large
number of smaller nations, but see it only as a temporary phenomenon. They argue that
even if smaller nations succeed in gaining their independence, they will not want to keep
it because smaller slates are economically less viable th~ln larger ones. Nationalism is an

emotional demand. Once it has been fulfilled, harsh economic reality will lead to the
realization that being part of a larger nalion can hetter ensure prosperity than docs being a

small independent state [62J.
It is possible that this can happen. But the logic of this "economic rationalist"
argument is suspect on several counts. First, part of the motivation for those seeking
secession is often the perception that the predominant nationality has exploited them

economically and caused them to be poor. Independence may not lead to prosperity, but
nationalists arc unlikely to be convinced that rejoining a state, which they feel oppressed
them in the past, will lead to prosperity in the future. Second, the argument assumes that
small nations cannot be prosperous. Yet, there arc many examples of small states that arc
prosperous and large nations that arc not. A Slate's size in terms of territory or population
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and its degree of prosperity arc not necessarily related. Third, the argument assumes that
independent nations cannot coopcmtc with one another effcctively. And yet there arc more
and more examples of successful international economic cooperation occurring. Fourth, a
relatively small nation can exercise greater control over the terms of its economic
interaction with others as an independent state than as a region within a larger state.
Fifth, and most important, the economic rationalist logic, which argues that small
nations will eventually conclude that independence is undesirable, is not supported by
historical experience. Many states in Africa and Asia which achieved their independence
during the mid-twentieth century are economically worse off now than they were as
colonies. Yet, none of them has offered to surrender its independence to the former
colonial power, or any other state, for the sake of a higher standard of living. Nor are any
of them likely to do so; they value their independence too highly. Indeed, there is only
one case during the twentieth century of an independent stale voluntarily returning to
colonial status and/or voluntarily becoming part of a larger nation for economic reasons:
Newfoundland [631.
The fact that one state did surrender its independence voluntarily demonstrates that
others could do so. But, the fact that only one has done this in recent history indicates
that few others can be expected to do so in the future. If this is true, then those new
nations that come into existence as a result of the desLruction of the legacy of empire are
likely to preserve their independence jealously no matter how dire their economic straits
may become, just as former European colonies in Africa and Asia have done.

Conclusion
The destruction of the legacy of empire is not likely to lead to a stable or peaceful new
world order. As small nations become independent, even smaller ones within them may
demand independence too. In addition, antagonistic ethnic groups within a single state
created by the legacy of empire do not necessarily live neatly in separate regions.
Secession will not necessarily lead to an end to strife in such countries. Finally. as the
number of independent slates proliferate, the potential [or border disputes also increases.
The destruction of thc legacy of empire may lead to the outbreak of many new conflicts.
or the reemergence of old ones.
How should America and the West react to this problem? Where do our interests lie?
Although no one conflict in Ille post-cold war era may vil1llIy affect thc intcrests of the
West, the sheer volume of conllicts that might occur could lead to much of the world
becoming engulfed in war. In addition to being a tragedy for the people involved, this
could also result in those areas becoming less amenable to Western efforts to maintain
stability. Under these circumstances, America and its allies might be hard pressed to avoid
being negatively affected themselves through an enormous increase in refugee Oows to the
West [64]. The problems resuiling from the legacy of empire, then, arc not ones the
West can afford to ignore.
If, as has been argued here, maintaining the legacy of empire by force and promoting
the voluntary creation of multiethnic states arc both unlikely to succeed, then the most
promising strategy available to the West may be to promote the peaceful dismantling of
the legacy of empire through supporting secessionist efforts which enjoy strong popular
support in their regions.
This may appear to be a highly risky policy prescription. The ultimate shape of an
international order in which secession becomes an accepted norm is highly uncertain,
except that the probability of connict in it seems high. This is undeniable. Yet.
attempting to maintain the legacy of empire will cerl1linly lead to a high degree of
conOict, LOO, because it will not mean that conOict between ethnic and other groups will
not occur.
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Assisting the breakup of the legacy of empire, though, ultimately holds out the
prospect for a more peaceful international order than attempting to maintain the legacy of
empire. Fukuyama and many others have observed that international relations among
democracies lend to be peaceful. Democracies do not go to war with each other, though
they do go to war with dictatorships. And, of course, dictatorships go to war with each
othef. If this theory is valid, then a peaceful international order is morc likely to occur the
more widespread democracy becomes. But democratization and maintenance of the legacy
of empire voluntarily arc mutually incompatible goals in many nations. In these cases,
the legacy of empire can only be maintained by the use of force. Democracy and peaceful
international relations cannot take root under these circumstances.
On the other hand, allowing the legacy of empire to be altered through secession can,
using Fukuyama's terminology, lead to the creation of the more complete "correspondence
between peoples and states" that is necessary for democracy to develop and flourish. And,
although some of the newly democratizing nations have displayed a tendency to become
involved in conllict, ultimately it is the long-tenn trend for mature democracies to shun
conflict with one another that is the best hope for establishing a peaceful international
order. The more mature democracies there are, the more JX3ceful international relations arc
likely to become. But as long as that legacy of empire remains, which prevents the
complete correspondence between peoples and states, it is unlikely that democracies will
develop and mature, or that international relations will become peaceful.
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